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Allegro (d = 120–168)

A: Gm
Cm D Gm
Cm D Gm

7: Cm D Gm
Cm D Gm
Gm
Cm D Gm

13: Cm D Gm
Cm D Gm
Cm D Gm
Gm

19: Cm D Gm
Cm D Gm
Cm D Gm
Cm D Gm

25: Cm D Gm
D
G

G
Cm
Gm
Am
Gm

31: Am
Gm
D
Gm
Am
Gm

37: Am
Gm
D
Gm
Am
Gm

43: Gm
Am
Gm
To Coda

Gm
Am
Gm

Coda

D.S. al Coda

Gm
Gm7
Gm
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